SAME VERSATILITY. HEAVYWEIGHT CAPABILITY. THE NEW OFM2-HD KNEE.

Now patients up to **275 pounds** can have the Medipro® OFM2 advantage: a two-in-one knee that converts from friction brake to manual lock with a single screw adjustment.

Other benefits of our new HD model:

- Customizable for increased or decreased mobility within the K1 and K2 range
- Lightweight (425 grams)
- Friction brake releases before un-weighting for smoother ambulation
- Designed for K1 and K2 amputees weighing up to **275 pounds**

SEE HOW THE MEDI OFM2-HD MEASURES UP TO THE COMPETITION

We’ll send you a complimentary collapsible ruler for each OFM2-HD order placed with Medi USA through Dec. 31, 2008.